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WHAT’S ON OFFER? The Future Stars Syndicate is now open for investments of £5000 per share in three 2016 performance sport geldings. This equates to a 20% share for four new owners with Matheson Stud retaining the remaining 20%. 
No further fees are payable until the horses commence their early education with a syndicate-chosen professional rider. At that time all costs will be shared equally between the owners. The rider will train and compete the horses under a Rider 
Services Agreement. All the horses will be insured for their full value. The horses will be presented for the British Equestrian Federation’s Futurity grading in their third year. They will be aimed at the Burghley Young Event Horse (BYEH) classes 
and the KBIS Young Horse Horse Championships in the 4YO and 5YO competitions. One or more of the horses may be sold, with agreement from each of the owners to fund the competition prospects of the remaining syndicated horses.

MATHESON FARGO
Charming progeny of State Premium-graded Hanoverian Rubiana who consistently delivers 
top class stock. Fargo’s jumping provenance comes from his KWPN sire line Fransje by the 
stellar jumping stallion United.  Rubiana is a direct Rubin Royal daughter, the best producer of 
Olympic dressage performers. With a lovely personality, clean and correct limbs and excellent 
breeding, Fargo is a great prospect for stellar sport.

MATHESON WELLINGROVE
A fashionable mix of warmblood and full thoroughbred which delivers dressage ring results 
with the ability to gallop strongly across the country. Bred by Woodlander Stud dam Malibu is 
a big rangy mare who always produces fine foals for top class sport. Life time graded Sport 
Horse GB stallion Wessex Starring Role is a producer of hunters and eventers with superb 
temperament and style.

MATHESON WILTON
With Wilton’s proven sire advanced eventer Welton Double Cracker and his gorgeous 
double-graded Hanoverian Oldenburg dam, he is sure to perform at the highest level. 
A big striking chestnut with great bone and development, Wilton should follow in his 
father’s footsteps with top class results.

out of Rubiana by Fransje

out of Malibu 
by Wessex Starring Role

out of Rosinante 
by Welton Double Cracker

MATHESON STUD
Matheson Stud’s foundation mares reflect a slow process of 
finding stock with excellent bloodlines, performance capability 
and proven ability to breed top class foals for competing in 
eventing and dressage.
 
All the mares are sport horses, a mix of Warmbloods and Irish 
Sport Horse breeding, matched with the very best performance 
stallions. We spend hours researching top class sires that provide 
the best performance and most economic pricing.
 
We take calculated risks with using top quality stallions that 
are more modern in type than the mares to get athleticism, 
beauty and, most certainly, trainable temperaments. With a 
professional approach to breeding for the interested amateur 
and ambitious professional, we focus on methodical training 
for the best results from day one.

“Join my journey in the training and campaigning of top class performance horses. My goal is that one of my horses makes 
it to the Olympics. I love what I do with my horses and I hope that you will come along for an exciting ride sharing the costs 
and doubling the joy of equestrianism.”

RESULTS
2017 Matheson Roma sold to young rider eventer
2016 Matheson Leila sold to Will Rawlin Eventing
2016 Matheson Ada sold to Ambition Eventing Syndicate
2015 Matheson Giselle sold to Will Matthew Performance Horses, Germany

RESULTS
2015 Cavalier Crystal Burghley Young Event Horse Champion
2014 Matheson Wayfarer sold to young rider dressage home. 

British Equestrian Federation Futurity Grading Elite Premium winner
2013 Matheson Cosmo sold for stallion licensing


